
CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION JUDGES GUIDE RIDER TIPS

CONSISTENCY     

25/100

Consistency is how many tricks you land compared to how 

many you attempt without stacking during your run. The 

judges will agree prior to a competition what is a stack and 

what isn't to maintain consistent scoring across all judges’ 

scoresheets. (Stack = doing several of only one style of trick)

Tricks completed without placing 

a foot on the floor. Riders with a 

"flawless" run (no falls or slips) 

should score between 20 -25 in 

this area depending on # of tricks 

thrown. Each fall or slip should 

drop riders down a margin.

Doing tricks you have a higher 

chance of landing will make it 

easier to score maximum 

points in this area. Good rule 

of thumb is 10 + tricks for 

beginners, 12+ tricks for 

intermediate, 15+ for 

advanced and above.

DIFFICULTY      

25/100

To score high in this category the rider needs to push the 

limits, by performing the best tricks or ‘bangers’ that are 

possible, through technical trick combinations, and 

particularly on hard obstacles, difficult lines.

Tricks that are difficult to 

execute. Technical tricks. Difficult 

lines within the park. Large gaps 

& transfers.

Don't just do your normal 

park tricks. Push yourself. Go 

bigger, higher. Bangers are 

essential in comps to stand 

out. Get speed & height! Go 

NEXT level!

DIVERSITY     

25/100

Diversity is based on the variety of tricks the rider performs. 

The judges are looking for an all-round riding ability. Tricks 

are roughly grouped in these categories: Whips and bars. 

Briflips and buttercups.  Flips and spins. Street Elements. And 

Other/Unique. Doing a group of tricks repeatedly will have a 

negative effect on the score. But doing variations of the trick 

will be rewarded. For example: Natural and opposite 

spins/bars/whips as well as a variety of grinds/stalls. AS 

LONG AS THAT IS NOT ALL YOU DO! MAKE SURE you have at 

least one or two of each of the 5 diversity elements in your 

run, AND you are using the WHOLE park at least once or 

more, to get maximum DIVERSITY score.

A run consisting of various types 

of tricks. Using the park to its full 

capability. Using the park in ways 

other competitors are not. A 

varied run with more obstacles. 

Look out for street element, 

often overlooked.

Try not to do the same trick 

twice! Try to use tricks from 

each group & do variations on 

tricks (oppo, or adding more 

combos). Make sure to use 

ALL of the park! Don't forget 

to hit that hubba or rail! 

STYLE  25/100

FOCUS IS ON: A clean run, smooth landings, good height, and 

effortless looking tricks, all the while maintaining speed and 

flow. If two riders throw the same trick, the rider that takes it 

higher, better, and smoother will score higher. Style is 

probably the most subjective opinion and although judges all 

should use the same criteria, their perception of its worth will 

be different across the score sheets.

Confidence shown in a rider’s 

run. Originality, including a 

different second run. Attempting 

something different from other 

riders. An entertaining run. A 

rider that makes tricks look easy.

Plan your run to flow without 

stopping. Get height and full 

extension. Start where other 

riders are not, do tricks 

others aren't throwing. Get 

the CROWD behind you! 

STAND OUT! Smile, have fun!

UNITED SCOOTER ASSOCIATION - JUDGING CRITERIA
This guide is based on scoring formats already in use around the world, but has been refined by us to help all USA SANCTIONED events & 

judges with their scoring, to create consistency at all USA competitions, and to set a clear standard for all our events. It also provides riders 

and parents with guidelines to help improve scores. The following sections will describe judging techniques we use, what our judges look for 

& rider tips. Each rider will be scored in 4 areas, Consistency, Difficulty, Diversity & Style. Each area is worth a maximum of 25 points giving 

each rider the potential to score a total of 100 points for a flawlessly executed run that covers all obstacles and areas of diversity, and 

exhibits exceptional difficulty & style.  - Good luck to all riders. May the BEST rider win!

Final words of advice to all RIDERS from USA, "Remember this is what you love to do. Go out there and have fun. It will show. 

Feeling nervous is normal, even the pros get that churning stomach and racing heart. Its adrenaline. Its your body preparing 

you to fight! Being on the podium or in the top 10 is a great thing to shoot for, but its not all what its about. Every time you 

compete, you learn, you get better. Instead of worrying about other riders, set a goal to simply beat your own score next time 

out, improving on it each comp. It helps take off some pressure, then the wins will come. Never give up or quit because you had 

a bad run! Always support & be cool with fellow riders. Don't be a bad sport if you lose. Laugh a lot (it helps calm those 

nerves).  BE STRONG, GET SPEED, GET HEIGHT, FLOW, TIME YOUR RUNS WELL, DON'T STOP, USE VARIATIONS ON TRICKS, MIX 

IT UP, BE UNIQUE, USE THE WHOLE PARK AND STAND OUT! CHALLENGE YOURSELF. But mostly, enjoy the day and the sport you 

love. These are the best days of your life!"


